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The  purpose  of  this  study  was  to characterize  the  manner  in  which  net  joint  moments  and  non-muscular
forces  generate,  absorb,  and  transfer  mechanical  energy  during  walking  in  able-bodied  children.  Standard
gait data  from  seven  healthy  subjects  between  6  and 17  years  of  age  were  combined  with  a dynamic
model  of  the  whole  body  to perform  a  power  analysis  based  on  induced  acceleration  techniques.  These
data  were  used  to determine  how  each  moment  and  force  generates  energy  to, absorbs  energy  from,  and
transfers  energy  among  the major  body  segments.  The  joint  moments  were  found  to  induce  transfers  of
mechanical  energy  between  body  segments  that  generally  exceeded  the  magnitudes  of energy  generation
and  absorption.  The  amount  of  energy  transferred  by  gravitational  and  velocity-dependent  forces  was
ediatric considerably  less  than  for the  joint  moments.  The  hip  and  ankle  joint  moments  had  relatively  simple
power  patterns  that  tended  to  oppose  each  other,  particularly  over  the  stance  phase.  The  knee  joint
moment  had  a more  complex  power  pattern  that appeared  distinct  from  the  hip and  ankle  moments.
The  general  patterns  of  mechanical  energy  flow  were  similar  to  previous  reports  in  adults.  The  approach
described  in  this  paper  should  provide  a  useful  complement  to standard  clinical  gait analysis  procedures.
. Introduction

In human locomotion, the net moments acting about the joints
enerate mechanical energy, absorb mechanical energy, and cause
echanical energy to be transferred between body segments [1–4].

 joint moment may  generate energy to, or absorb energy from,
 body segment that it acts upon directly [3],  as well as to dis-
ant body segments that it does not act upon [2].  A joint moment

ay  also cause energy to be transferred between body segments,
nd the magnitude of energy transfer can exceed the magnitude of
nergy generation/absorption [2]. As with mechanical energy gen-
ration and absorption, a joint moment may  cause energy to be
ransferred between body segments that are remote to the joint.

or example, an ankle plantar flexor moment may  cause energy to
e transferred from the thigh to the trunk, even though the ankle
oment acts directly on neither the thigh nor the trunk [4].  A better

∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Kinesiology, 110 Totman Building, 30
astman Lane, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA  01003-9258, USA. Tel.: +1
13  545 1436; fax: +1 413 545 2906.
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© 2012 IPEM. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

appreciation of the nature of the energy flows that occur in normal
human walking is a critical first step towards better understanding
the causes of gait pathology.

Disruption in the flow of mechanical energy through the body is
believed to be a major factor contributing to the elevated metabolic
cost of walking in children with gait disorders [5–7]. Commonly
used methods for investigating mechanical energy flow during gait
are based on center of mass kinematics [7],  segment kinemat-
ics [6],  or joint powers [3].  While these techniques may  be used
to identify abnormal mechanical energy patterns, they provide
limited insight as to the causes of the abnormal energy patterns.
Fregly and Zajac [2] described an alternative power analysis, based
on induced acceleration techniques [8],  which demonstrates how
any force or moment affects the mechanical power of every body
segment. Their approach accounted for the flow of energy aris-
ing from primarily muscular sources (i.e., net joint moments), as
well as non-muscular sources, such as gravitational and velocity-
dependent forces (i.e., centrifugal and Coriolis forces). While the

original application involved pedaling in adults [2],  this technique
has also been used to study pedaling in children [9],  and has been
adapted to study walking in adults [4,10].  The integration of this
approach with pediatric gait analysis techniques could lead to a

d.
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etter understanding of the causes of the elevated cost of walking
n gait pathology. However, there have not been, to our knowl-
dge, any reports of induced acceleration-based power analyses of
alking in able-bodied children to form a basis for comparison.

Clinical gait analysis is a major component of the overall eval-
ation and treatment of pediatric gait disorders in conditions
uch as cerebral palsy [11,12]. The segment-by-segment, free body
pproach typically used in gait analysis provides the clinician with
nformation on segmental and joint kinematics, as well as joint

oments and joint powers. While these standard kinematic and
inetic data are certainly valuable in their own right, they may
lso be used in conjunction with a dynamic model of the whole
ody to gain further insights into how the forces and moments that
ct on the body produce movement. Detailed models of the mus-
uloskeletal system hold tremendous promise in this regard [13].
owever, such complex models have seen limited use in clinical
ractice due to the level of effort involved, the need to account
or individual subject characteristics (e.g., bony deformities), and
he lack of experience working with musculoskeletal models in

ost clinical gait laboratories. Whole body models actuated by
oint moments represent a more modest level of complexity com-
ared with detailed musculoskeletal models, yet may still provide

nsights on the mechanics of movement not possible with standard
ait analysis techniques [4,10,14–16]. Joint moment-based models
liminate the need to solve the muscle force redundancy problem,
nd integrate directly with the inverse dynamics approach used in
ost gait laboratories. In particular, such models may  be used to

erform induced acceleration-based power analyses [2],  providing
 better understanding of the energetics of walking than can be
nferred from an evaluation of joint powers alone [4,10].

The results of induced acceleration-based power analyses could
elp in identifying the causes of disorder mechanical energy flows

n pediatric gait conditions, and could potentially be integrated
irectly into standard lab procedures. However, it is first necessary
o apply this approach to the analysis of walking in able-bodied
hildren to characterize the patterns of energy flow in this group.
uch data would provide important background information for
uture applications in patient populations. Therefore, the purpose
f this investigation was  to use experimental kinematic and kinetic
ata in conjunction with a dynamic model of the whole body to
haracterize the manner in which net joint moments and non-
uscular forces generate, absorb, and transfer mechanical energy

uring walking in able-bodied children.

. Methods

.1. Subject data

Kinematic and kinetic data were collected from seven able-
odied children (4 females, 3 males) with a mean age of 11.6 ± 3.6
ears (range: 6–17 years). Mean body height was 1.52 ± 0.17 m
range: 1.26–1.79 m)  and mean body mass was 46.3 ± 13.3 kg
range: 30.0–66.2 kg). The procedures used in this study were in
ccordance with the Declaration of Helsinki regarding biomedical
esearch involving human subjects, and were approved by the insti-
utional review boards of the University of Massachusetts Amherst
nd the University of Kentucky.

Experimental data were collected as subjects walked along a
0 m walkway at their self-selected speed (1.17 ± 0.02 m/s). The
ull-body Cleveland Clinic marker set was used to track the motions
f the body segments as the subjects walked across four embed-

ed strain gage force platforms (AMTI Inc., Watertown, MA,  USA).
arker trajectories were sampled at 60 Hz using a video-based sys-

em (Motion Analysis Corp., Santa Rosa, CA, USA) while ground
eaction forces were recorded simultaneously at 960 Hz. The raw
Fig. 1. Diagram of the three dimensional dynamic model used to compute energy
flows during gait. The model was  scaled to the size of each subject, and the body
segments were positioned based on the kinematic data from each subject.

marker and ground reaction force data were processed using
the EvaRT software package (Motion Analysis Corp., Santa Rosa,
CA, USA), and the marker data were low-pass filtered using a
fourth-order, zero phase lag, Butterworth digital filter with a cut-
off frequency of 6 Hz. The OrthoTrak software package (Motion
Analysis Corp., Santa Rosa, CA, USA) was used to compute three
dimensional joint angles, moments, and powers. OrthoTrak was
also used to determine the three dimensional positions of joint cen-
ters, segment centers of mass, and ground reaction force centers of
pressure, for use with the dynamic model. Data from a minimum of
three and a maximum of five trails for one complete gait cycle (i.e.,
heel strike to ipsilateral heel strike) were averaged for each subject
before further analysis.

2.2. Dynamic model

A three dimensional dynamic model of the whole body was
developed that consisted of seven rigid segments representing
the right and left foot, shank, and thigh, as well as a lumped
head–arms–trunk (HAT) segment (Fig. 1). The model was  actu-
ated bilateral by hip, knee, and ankle joint moments. During model
development, we found that the minimum set of actuators nec-
essary for the model to acceptably reproduce experimental data
was: hip flexion/extension, hip abduction/adduction, knee flex-
ion/extension, and ankle dorsi/plantar flexion. While these were
the only joint axes that were free to rotate, we used the full three
dimensional kinematic information from the individual subjects
to set the orientation of each segment in the model. For exam-
ple, knee abduction (valgus) was  not an active degree of freedom
in the model; however, the orientation of the shank relative to
the thigh about the abduction axis was set to match the experi-
mental orientation, and was updated continuously throughout the
gait cycle. This approach struck a balance between keeping the
model relatively simple, while still taking advantage of the available
experimental data.

During periods of ground contact, the foot segments in the
model were pinned to the ground at the center of pressure [10,14].
Thus, the feet were free to rotate, but could not translate relative
to the ground. The unconstrained model would have possessed 14
degrees of freedom, but due to the foot-ground constraints, the
actual number of degrees of freedom varied between 11 during
single limb support and 8 during double limb support. The equa-

tions of motion for the model were generated using Autolev 4.1
(OnLine Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) and coded in Matlab (The
MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA,  USA). Autolev was also used to derive
symbolic expressions for the instantaneous power of each segment
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Table  1
Twelve possible ways in which a moment or a force may  influence the mechanical energy of the model.

Case Net HAT Limb Power plot features Primary energy influences Generated to/(absorbed from) Transferred from

1 + + + Net > HAT and Net > Limb Generation HAT and Limb
2 + + 0 Net = HAT and Limb = 0 Generation HAT
3 +  0 + Net = Limb and HAT = 0 Generation Limb
4  + + − HAT > Net and Net > Limb Generation and Transfer HAT Limb to HAT
5 +  − + Limb > Net and Net > HAT Generation and Transfer Limb HAT to Limb
6  − − − HAT > Net and Limb > Net Absorption (HAT and Limb)
7  − − 0 Net = HAT and Limb = 0 Absorption (HAT)
8  − 0 − Net = Limb and HAT = 0 Absorption (Limb)
9 − − + Limb > Net and Net > HAT Absorption and Transfer (HAT) HAT to Limb

10  − + − HAT > Net and Net > Limb Absorption and Transfer (Limb) Limb to HAT
11 0  + − Net = 0 and HAT = −Limb Transfer Limb to HAT
12  0 − + Net = 0 and Limb = −HAT Transfer HAT to Limb

N  Figs. 5
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et, HAT, and Limb columns refer to the signs of the corresponding power curves in
imultaneous energy generation and transfer, or absorption and transfer are also p
nly,  as the contralateral limb was excluded from this analysis (see text for details)

n the model [2],  which were used in the power analysis described
n Section 2.3.

Practical considerations necessitated the use of a simple, one-
egment representation of the HAT in the dynamic model. A single
AT segment would likely have been adequate for the current pur-
oses, as arm swing has a relatively minor effect on the mechanics
nd energetics of walking in able-bodied subjects [17]. However,

 single HAT segment could be a limitation in future application
nvolving gait pathology, where there might be abnormal align-

ent of the trunk or asymmetrical and/or exaggerated motion of
he arms. To account for these possibilities, the inertial properties
f the single HAT segment in the dynamic model were updated
t each time step of the analysis using a second static model. The
tatic model included separate segments representing the trunk,
ead, upper arms and lower arms (including the hands). The exper-

mental kinematic data for the upper body were used to position
he multiple segments in the static model, from which the center
f mass location and inertia tensor of the single HAT segment in
he dynamic model were determined. Therefore, the single HAT
egment in the dynamic model reflected the changing mass distri-
ution of the head, arms, and trunk as the subject walked.

.3. Power analysis

The three dimensional positions of the predicted joint centers
ere used to scale the model to the size of each subject, and the cen-

er of pressure locations and the body segment angles were used
o configure the model at the start of the gait cycle. The experi-

ental moments were then applied to the model one at a time,
ith all other moments and gravity set to zero, and the mechanical
ower of each segment was computed. This process was  repeated
ith all moments set to zero and gravity set to 9.81 m/s2, and again
ith all moments and gravity set to zero. Together, these latter two

onditions allowed for the segment powers due to the gravitational
nd velocity-dependent forces to be determined. After the segment
owers induced by each moment and force had been computed at
he current time step, the process was repeated 0.0167 s later in
ime (corresponding to the 60 Hz sampling frequency), until the end
f the gait cycle was reached. The individual moments and gravity
ere also applied to the model simultaneously to compute the net

ccelerations of the whole body center of mass. These data were
ompared with the experimental accelerations computed from the
orce platform data. For the purposes of data presentation, the pow-
rs for the thigh, shank, and foot within a limb were summed,

ielding power curves for the HAT, ipsilateral limb, and contralat-
ral limb, due to each net joint moment or non-muscular force. The
owers for the HAT and both limbs were further summed to yield
he net power.
 and 6. A moment or force may generate energy, absorb energy, or transfer energy.
le. HAT refers to the head, arms, and trunk, and Limb refers to the ipsilateral limb

Following the example of Fregly and Zajac [2],  the results of the
power analysis were interpreted in terms of the 12 possible ways in
which a joint moment may  influence the mechanical energy of the
HAT and ipsilateral limb (Table 1). A joint moment may potentially
generate mechanical energy directly to the HAT, ipsilateral limb,
or both, without transferring energy (Table 1, cases 1–3). A joint
moment may, at other times, absorb mechanical energy directly
from the HAT, ipsilateral limb, or both, without transferring energy
(Table 1, cases 6–8). Other possibilities are that a joint moment
may  transfer mechanical energy between the HAT and ipsilateral
limb, while simultaneously generating energy (Table 1, cases 4 and
5) or absorbing energy (Table 1, cases 9 and 10). The remaining
possible cases are that a joint moment may  transfer mechanical
energy between the HAT and ipsilateral limb without generating or
absorbing energy (Table 1, cases 11 and 12). For simplicity, the con-
tralateral limb was excluded from the formal energy flow analysis.
Including the contralateral limb would have greatly complicated
the logic of Table 1 by adding many more possible combinations,
when in fact, the power of the contralateral limb was usually quite
low. For the few instances in which the contralateral limb power
was  not low, the interpretations were handled on an ad hoc basis.

3. Results

3.1. Subject data

The traditional gait variables, consisting of hip, knee, and ankle
joint angles, moments, and powers, are shown for the subjects
in Fig. 2. The between-subject variability, reflected by the mag-
nitudes of the standard deviation envelopes, was greater for the
hip variables than the ankle or knee, yet was still relatively small,
despite the wide ranges in age and body size among the subjects. All
moment and power variables (joint, net, and segment powers) were
expressed relative to body mass. However, an alternative approach
is to express gait data in dimensionless form [18]. We  repeated all
of our analyses with our variables computed in dimensionless form
and confirmed that the manner of data presentation did not change
any of the general patterns in the data, nor the conclusions drawn
from them.

3.2. Model evaluation

The performance of the model was evaluated by comparing the
accelerations of the whole-body center of mass with the corre-

sponding values in the subjects (Fig. 3), and by comparing the net
powers computed using the model with the joint powers in the
subjects (Fig. 4). The center of mass accelerations computed with
the model were within one standard deviation of the mean values
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ig. 2. Joint angles, moments, and powers for the experimental subjects. Data are m
ontralateral limb heel strike, and ipsilateral limb toe off. Zero and 100% of the gait
b,  abduction; DF, dorsiflexion; PF, plantar flexion; Gen, generation; Abs, absorptio

n the subjects for all but a brief period around the end of double-
imb support (Fig. 3; around 10 and 60% of the gait cycle). The net
owers in the model were within one standard deviation of the
ean subject joint powers over the entire gait cycle (Fig. 4).

.3. Power analysis

The mechanical power distributions due to the moments and
orces acting on the model are shown in Fig. 5. The ipsilateral hip,
nee, and ankle joint moments had substantial energetic effects
n the HAT, ipsilateral limb, and in some cases, the contralateral
imb (e.g., hip around 50% of the gait cycle in Fig. 5A). The segment
owers induced by the joint moments, and the energy transfers
etween segments (occurring when signs of the segment powers
ere opposite), were considerably greater in magnitude than the
et powers, with only a few exception (e.g., ankle around 55% of the
ait cycle in Fig. 5C). Thus, in addition to adding or removing energy
rom the body as a whole, the joint moments played a major role in
edistributing mechanical energy among the body segments. The
elocity-dependent forces and gravitational forces could not per-
orm net work on the body, but did serve to transfer small amounts
f energy between body segments over the gait cycle (Fig. 5D and
).

In Fig. 6, the joint angle and moment data from Fig. 2 are com-
ined with the joint moment power distributions from Fig. 5. The
umbers marking specific regions of the curves in the bottom three

anels (Fig. 6G–I) correspond to the possible cases of mechanical
nergy generation, absorption, and transfer identified in Table 1.
eriods of the gait cycle with relatively low powers are not marked.
t the beginning of the gait cycle, the hip joint moment generated
 1 S.D. The dotted vertical lines from left to right indicate: contralateral limb toe off,
 correspond to ipsilateral limb heel strike. Fl, flexion; Ex, extension; Ad, adduction;

energy to the HAT (Fig. 6G), and transferred energy from the ipsi-
lateral limb to the HAT (case 4). This was followed by an interval
with relatively low powers (unmarked). During the latter half of
the stance phase, the hip joint moment first absorbed energy from
the HAT and contralateral limb, while transferring energy to the
ipsilateral limb (case 9), and then switched to generating energy
directly to the ipsilateral limb, while maintaining the same energy
transfer profile (case 5). This pattern of energy flow (case 5) contin-
ued into the early part of the swing phase. During the mid-to-late
swing phase, the hip joint moment transferred energy from the
ipsilateral limb to the HAT (and to a lesser extent the contralateral
limb), with almost no net generation or absorption (case 11). The
hip joint moment was  the only force or moment that had a mean-
ingful influence on the power of the contralateral limb, primarily
around the middle of gait cycle.

The knee joint moment had the most complex pattern of energy
flow (Fig. 6H), yet it was  dominated by only two of the possible
cases (5 and 10). For the period right around ipsilateral limb heel
strike, the knee joint moment generated energy to the ipsilateral
limb, and transferred energy from the HAT to the ipsilateral limb
(case 5). This was followed by a brief interval where the knee joint
moment absorbed energy from the ipsilateral limb, while transfer-
ring energy from the ipsilateral limb to the HAT (case 10). Over the
next brief interval, the knee joint moment generated energy to the
HAT, while transferring energy from the ipsilateral limb to the HAT
(case 4). This was  followed by a longer period where the knee joint

moment generated a relatively small amount of energy to the ipsi-
lateral limb, and transferred energy from the HAT (and to a lesser
extent from the contralateral limb) to the ipsilateral limb (case 5).
At the end of the stance phase, there was  another brief interval
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here the knee joint moment absorbed energy from the ipsilateral
imb, while transferring energy from the ipsilateral limb to the HAT
case 10). The knee joint moment powers were low during much
f the swing phase, but returned, just before heel strike, to the pat-
ern where energy was generated directly to the ipsilateral limb,
nd transferred from the HAT to the ipsilateral limb (case 5).

At the beginning of the stance phase, the ankle joint moment
bsorbed energy from the HAT (Fig. 6I), while transferring energy
rom the HAT to the ipsilateral limb (case 9). This was followed
y a period with relatively little energy flow (unmarked). Around
he middle of the stance phase, the ankle joint moment absorbed
nergy from the ipsilateral limb, while transferring energy from
he ipsilateral limb to the HAT (case 10). This was followed by a
rief interval where the ankle joint moment continued to trans-
er energy from the ipsilateral limb to the HAT, but also generated
nergy directly to the HAT (case 4). The end of the stance phase
as characterized by an even shorter period where the ankle joint
oment generated energy directly to both the HAT and the ipsi-

ateral limb (case 1). Energy flows due to the ankle joint moment
uring the swing phase were small in magnitude.

. Discussion

In this study, we combined gait kinematic and kinetic data
ith a dynamic model of the whole body to determine how net

oint moments, gravitational forces, and velocity-dependent forces

nfluence the mechanical energetics of the body during walking
n able-bodied children. The joint moments were found to induce
arge transfers of mechanical energy, primarily between the ipsi-
ateral limb and the HAT. With few exceptions, the magnitudes
Data for hip are the sum of sagittal and frontal plane powers. Data for subjects are
means ± 1 S.D.; data for model are means across subjects.

of these energy transfers exceeded the magnitudes of mechani-
cal energy generation and absorption by the joint moments. The
gravitational and velocity-dependent forces also induced energy
transfers, but the magnitudes of these energy flows were smaller
than for the joint moments. These results build upon earlier work
focused on walking in adults [4,10] and on other locomotor tasks
in children and adults [2,9].

We found the same general trends in the distributions of seg-
ment powers in our subjects as Siegel et al. [4] reported in adults.
This finding is consistent with the notion that able-bodied chil-
dren over the age of 5 years have an essentially mature gait pattern
[19], subject only to differences in the magnitudes of certain gait
variables (e.g., peak ankle moment, negative joint work) associated

with children at the lower end of our age range [20,21]. The pow-
ers with the greatest magnitudes for both energy generation and
transfer were associated with the ankle joint moment (Fig. 5C). The
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Fig. 5. Mechanical power distributions due to the hip joint moment (A), knee joint
moment (B), ankle joint moment (C), velocity-dependent forces (D), and gravita-
tional forces (E). The dotted vertical lines from left to right indicate: contralateral
limb toe off, contralateral limb heel strike, and ipsilateral limb toe off. Zero and
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[2], it is necessary to utilize the equations of motion for the entire
00% of the gait cycle correspond to ipsilateral limb heel strike. Data are means
cross subjects.

arge ankle joint power burst near the end of the stance phase (solid
ray line in Fig. 5C), often associated with the action of “pushing

ff” against the ground, is one of the most characteristic features of
ble-bodied gait. Our analysis revealed that the ankle joint moment
enerates energy directly to the massive HAT during this interval
ng & Physics 35 (2013) 644– 651 649

(Fig. 6I). However, similar to the case in adults [4],  we  found that
the ankle moment also transfers a considerable amount of energy
to the HAT over an interval spanning nearly 25% of the gait cycle
immediately before push off, even though ankle joint power is neg-
ative (Fig. 6I). Thus, the ankle plantar flexor muscles play a critical
role in maintaining the energy of the HAT well before the net ankle
power becomes positive. This more detailed understanding of ankle
muscle function may  have important implications for planning and
interpreting the outcomes of surgical procedures designed to treat
conditions such as equine contractures [12].

While powers associated with the ankle joint moment had the
greatest absolute magnitudes, the hip joint moment had the great-
est effect on the energetics of the contralateral limb (Fig. 5A). From
approximately 30–70% of the gait cycle, the hip joint moment trans-
ferred similar amounts of energy to the ipsilateral limb from the
contralateral limb and from the HAT (Fig. 6G). The knee and ankle
joint moments had smaller effects on the contralateral limb than
the hip moment, in both absolute and relative terms (Fig. 5B and
C). The hip joint moment also dominated the energetics of the ipsi-
lateral limb during the swing phase. The hip moment transferred
energy from the HAT to the limb, while simultaneously generat-
ing energy directly to the limb in the first half of the swing phase
(Fig. 6G). During the second half of the swing phase, the hip joint
moment primarily transferred energy from the limb to the HAT.
This change in role corresponded with the change in sign of the
hip joint moment from flexor to extensor around the middle of the
swing phase (Fig. 6D). Only the knee joint moment made a contri-
bution of similar magnitude to that of the hip joint moment during
the swing phase. However, this action by the knee moment was
limited to the final quarter of the swing phase, and had the oppo-
site energetic effect as the hip moment, transferring energy from
the HAT to the limb (Fig. 6H).

Over the stance phase, the powers due to the hip (Fig. 5A) and
ankle (Fig. 5C) joint moments had relatively simple patterns, which
were nearly opposite in sign, if not equal in magnitude. The powers
due to the knee joint moment (Fig. 5B), on the other hand, exhib-
ited a more complex pattern that did not follow uniformly with
the powers for either the hip or ankle moments. An important fea-
ture of the power curves associated with the knee joint moment
occurred around 15% of the gait cycle, where the knee moment
appeared to play a key role in maintaining the mechanical energy
of the HAT. At this point in the gait cycle, the knee moment acted
to transfer energy from the ipsilateral limb to the HAT, while the
hip and ankle moments had little effect on the energetics of the
body segments. This action by the knee joint moment corresponded
approximately with the first knee extension moment peak (Fig. 6E).
A related observation, which is consistent with results in adults [4],
is that the powers for the HAT due to each joint moment approx-
imately follow the patterns of the corresponding joint moments
(Fig. 6). Thus, extensor moments primarily caused energy to flow
into the HAT, while flexor moments primarily caused energy to flow
out of the HAT. Moreover, the powers of the HAT segment follow
more closely with the patterns of the joint moments than with the
patterns of the corresponding joint powers. While the correspon-
dence of HAT powers with the joint moments may  provide a useful
rubric, it is important to note that the joint moments provide no
information on whether the increases and decreases in HAT energy
reflect direct energy generation/absorption, transfer, or both. The
way  in which a joint moment, or any other force, influences the
mechanical powers of the HAT and limb is through the contribution
that it makes to the intersegment hip joint reaction force, which is
contained implicitly in our model formulation. As noted previously
system (whole body in our case) in order to fully decompose how
each moment or force causes energy to flow into and out of each
body segment. This level of insight is not possible based solely on
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oments and powers from a free-body inverse dynamics analysis
1,3].

Combining the current analyses with metabolic data may  prove
seful in understanding why the cost of walking is higher in smaller
hildren, and why it is further elevated in many gait disorders.
he cost of walking would be expected to correlate positively
ith mechanical energy generation, and correlate negatively with
echanical energy transfer. However, efforts to explain differences

n the cost of walking in children using traditional work and energy
ransfer measures have thus far met  with limited success [22]. Joint

oments serve to transfer mechanical energy between segments
uring walking, to an extent that generally exceeds the generation
nd absorption of energy. The energy transfer role played by each
oint moment is likely critical in maintaining the energetic state of
he body to effect smooth, coordinated locomotion. Any disruption
n the normal transfer of energy among body segments may  need
o be compensated for by additional mechanical energy generation
y the muscles, which will exact a metabolic cost. The ability of the
resent approach to identify how each joint moment influences the

nstantaneous mechanical power of all body segments should be
elpful both in understanding why the cost of walking changes with
rowth and development, and in identifying the causes of elevated

ost in gait pathologies.

Given the similarities between our study and that of Siegel et al.
4],  it is worth noting some differences in how the data are pre-
ented in the two studies. We  chose to present our results in terms
teral limb heel strike, and ipsilateral limb toe off. Zero and 100% of the gait cycle
ific patterns of mechanical energy flow identified in Table 1. The dash–dot vertical

of the segment powers for the HAT, ipsilateral limb, contralateral
limb, and the net power (Figs. 5 and 6), as we felt this approach pro-
vided a holistic view of how each force and moment contributes to
energy flow throughout the body. This approach also facilitated
the systematic analysis of mechanical energy flow (Table 1 and
Fig. 6G–I). In contrast, Siegel et al. [4] reported powers for the HAT
and ipsilateral thigh, shank, and foot (their Fig. 2), but not for the
ipsilateral limb as a whole, and not for the contralateral limb or
the net power (net power was reported, but in a separate graph).
Despite these differences, it is relatively easy to compare some of
the major results between the two  studies. Our ipsilateral limb data
represent the sum of the powers for the ipsilateral thigh, shank, and
foot. The primary justification for grouping these segments was  that
Siegel et al. [4] found the thigh and shank powers tended to vary
together, while the foot powers tended to be small in magnitude.
We found the same to be true in our data. It is straightforward to
separate out the thigh, shank, and foot segment powers, but only at
the expense of complicating the resulting graphs, especially if data
for the contralateral limb and the net power are also included. We
feel that evaluating the net power simultaneously with the powers
for both limbs and the HAT is key to understanding the energetic
role of each joint moment. However, this does not preclude the

possibility that in certain cases, such as in pathological gait, it may
be informative to analyze the individual segments within a limb.

The quality of the model results obtained in this study were
evaluated by comparing the accelerations of the whole body
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enter of mass predicted by the model with the same accelera-
ions measured in the subjects (Fig. 3), and by comparing the net
owers determined with the model to the joint powers computed
or the subjects (Fig. 4). The center of mass accelerations in the
ubjects were obtained directly from force platform data, and the
oint powers in the subjects were determined as part of the inverse
ynamics analysis (i.e., joint moment × joint angular velocity). The
enter of mass accelerations in the model fell within one standard
eviation of the experimental mean, except for a span of about 10%
f the gait cycle around each of the toe-off events. The discrepancy
as greater for the vertical component than the anterior–posterior

omponent (Fig. 3). It is important to note, though, that despite the
enter of mass accelerations being more than one standard devi-
tion beyond the mean for part of the gait cycle, the net powers
emained within one standard deviation of the mean joint powers
cross the entire gait cycle (Fig. 4). This was possible because the
odel powers were evaluated separately at each time step based

n the experimental gait data. Thus, any errors in the accelerations
ere not allowed to propagate forward and grow over time. The
iscrepancies in the center of mass accelerations were likely due to
implifications that were made in the model, both in terms of the
odel structure and the foot-ground interface. Despite some dis-

repancies, the model center of mass accelerations and net powers
greed with the corresponding experimental data to an extent that
e felt justified the level of complexity of the model. Part of our
otivation was to develop a model that could be used routinely

n a clinical gait setting. Thus, there was a need to balance model
omplexity and simplicity. Better agreement with the measured
ata could presumably be obtained by using a more complex foot-
round interface, including more degrees of freedom and actuators,
mploying more sophisticated model calibration procedures [16],
r by using optimal estimation techniques [23]. However, we do not
eel that the added complexity would be justified for our present
urposes.

The primary limitation of the present approach, which is shared
y all joint moment-based models [4,10,14–16], is that no infor-
ation is provided on the roles played by individual muscles. For

xample, it would not be possible to identify differential roles of the
oleus and gastrocnemius without using a model including indi-
idual muscle actuators [24]. Moreover, all of the same cautions
hat apply to the interpretation of data from a traditional inverse
ynamics analysis [25] apply to results obtained with the current
odel. We  view the approach described here as a direct extension

f standard gait analysis procedures, which currently play a key role
n the evaluation and treatment of children with cerebral palsy and
ther gait disorders. The present analyses, based on induced accel-
ration techniques [2,4], go beyond joint moments and powers,
nd should provide the clinician with additional useful information
n the energetics of locomotion. The approach described herein
ould not be a replacement for using a more detailed, subject-

pecific musculoskeletal model to evaluate the gait of a particular
atient [13]. Such complex analyses may  become routine in the
uture, but have not yet found their way into routine clinical prac-
ice. Instead, the present approach represents an opportunity to
ain additional insight into the mechanics and energetics of walk-
ng, in a way that integrates with current gait analysis procedures,
nd does not require any additional data collection or place any
dditional burden on the patient.

This study extends our knowledge of the energetics of locomo-
ion by applying an induced acceleration-based power analysis to
he study of walking in able-bodied children. The general similar-
ty of our results to those reported previously in adults suggests

hat the present data are representative. However, it will be nec-
ssary to study a larger number of subjects to establish normative
ata. While our sample covers a wide age range, it will also be help-
ul to have data on children younger than 6 years old, to evaluate

[

[
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whether there are important changes in mechanical energy trans-
fer during early development. Finally, for the procedures to be truly
useful in a clinical setting, we  will need to evaluate the feasibility
of performing the analyses in children with gait pathology.
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